
Visio-Conference Applications with Scan-Converters

APPLICATION 1: EMISSION

PC or MAC PC with visio-
conference card

VGA 

Camera-Mic

Telephone
network or
   RNIS

The ANALOG WAY scan
converter allows to use the
documents reader inputs
available on Visio-Conference
systems  to diffuse some
applications or presentations
prepared on PC or MAC
computers.
  - Easy and quick starting.

Documents 
reader input
(PAL, NTSC
or Y/C)  on the
visio-conference
card (video).

APPLICATION 2: RECEPTION

APPLICATION 3: RECEPTION (TV, recording applications)

APPLICATION 4: RECEPTION (Video studio applications, video switching and overlay)

PC with a visio-conference card
+ a  VISIO 1024 converter card
(without software - PCI bus - any 
operating system -1024x768 
resolution)

The VISIO 1024 scan converter 
card allows to display on a TV
screen or to record on a video
tape a Visio-conference
communication.
  - Easy and quick starting
  - True plug and play (no 
     software or drivers to install)
  - No software conflicts.

TV

VIDEO CASSETTE
    RECORDER

S.VIDEO

PAL or NTSC

PC with visio-conference card
SCAN VISION VHX II
   

VGA TV

VIDEO CASSETTE
    RECORDER

The ANALOG WAY scan 
converter SCAN VISION VHX II, 
allows to convert all computer 
signals from PC or MAC to TVs 
(with a RGB/S connection for a 
maximum quality) and to record 
a visio-conference 
communication on a videotape 
(VHS, S-VHS, Hi-8). 
  - Resolution up to 1280x1024.
  - True stand alone machine 
     (no software or drivers to 
     install).

RGB/S

output

PC with visio-
conference card

STUDIO SCAN XTD     

VGA

TV- RF
EMISSION

BETACAM, D5...
RECORDER

RGB/S
or YUV

YUV

The ANALOG WAY scan 
converter STUDIO SCAN XTD, 
is dedicated to the professional 
broadcast applications. It 
allows to diffuse Visio 
Conference images in video 
"live" studios with a YUV, 
RGB/S, S.VIDEO, PAL or 
NTSC standard and with the 
possibility for the converter to 
be locked into the video studio 
(Genlock).Video studio, mixing, diffusion

professional recording.

Genlock

VIDEO

SCAN VISION VHX II
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